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Featured Application: This study provides a tool to help the construction sector to choose the
most cost-efficient concrete mixes made with alternative sustainable materials, according to the
target application.

Abstract: This study intends to evaluate high and low-strength concrete mixes made with high
volume of fly ash (FA) and recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) from both a mechanical and economic
point of view. For this purpose, the mechanical characteristics of concrete, namely compressive
strength (f cm), splitting tensile strength (f ctm), and modulus of elasticity (Ecm) were correlated with
the cost of 1 m3 of concrete mixes, taking into account the most common scenarios (e.g., cost of
the raw materials, transportation between supplier and concrete plant, and mixing procedure) in
the centre of Portugal. The results show that the incorporation of FA and RCA are detrimental to
the mechanical properties of concrete. Ecm is predominantly influenced by RCA, and “f cm” and
“f ctm” are mainly controlled by FA incorporation. However, after a given age, the rate of the strength
development (f cm, f ctm and Ecm) of RCA concrete containing FA significantly accelerates over time
relative to the reference concrete (without FA and RCA) and to the mixes made with either RCA or
FA. Furthermore, the cost of concrete does not significantly change by incorporating RCA. The use
of superplasticizer (SP) significantly increases the cost of concrete. However, the higher cost of
concrete due to the use of SP can be offset by replacing cement with FA. Regarding the optimization
process, concrete mixes with the lowest cost may not necessarily be the optimum choice regarding
cost efficiency. In fact, the mechanical properties of concrete also need to be considered to aid the
decision on the optimal concrete mix. Finally, the results show that the optimum mixes in terms of
cost and mechanical characteristics are mostly the ones made with simultaneous incorporation of
RCA, FA, and SP, rather than with their individual incorporation.

Keywords: concrete; compressive strength; splitting tensile strength; modulus of elasticity; economy;
optimization; fly ash; recycled concrete aggregates

1. Introduction

Concrete can be considered as the most demanded product in the construction industry. Provided
a given durability is guaranteed, the cost and strength characteristics of concrete are essential in
the choice of the mix. Generally, for the same strength class, apart from taxes, the cost of concrete
depends on the economy of the country, namely the cost of labour of transportation, and the type and
availability of the materials (Figure 1). Therefore, it may not be reliable to classify concrete based on a
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specific price value for all countries. In this study, the most common scenario for the centre of Portugal
is considered to assess the cost of concrete mixes.
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Figure 1. Cost of concrete (C30/37) in different countries excluding taxes (adapted from an international
construction market survey in 2016 [1]).

Furthermore, the ranking of the best concrete mixes in terms of economy does not necessarily
select the one with the lowest cost. In fact, the strength of concrete is also another important factor to
aid the selection of the optimal concrete mix. For example, lower-strength concrete mixes require a
higher cross-section of the structural elements, relative to higher strength concrete, and that directly
affects the total amount of concrete consumed to build the structure and the total cost as a result.
In fact, a study by Silva et al. [2] for recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) concrete concluded that, for a
simply supported beam (rectangular cross-section), the strength of concrete affects the cross-section of
the beam (Equation (1)). Similar facts can be true for cost and durability of the concrete mixes in which
the thickness of the concrete cover is affected by its durability characteristics [3].

MRd = 0.8095·b·x· fck·γc·z (1)

where MRd is cross-section’s design resisting moment, b is the cross-section’s width (m), x is the
concrete compression zone’s height (m), fck is the characteristic compressive strength (MPa), γc is the
concrete’s partial safety factor for ultimate limit state (equal to 1.50), and z is the distance between the
pressure centre of the concrete compression zone and the centre of the bottom steel reinforcement (m),
which is equal to Equation (2). The value of x was solved by considering MRd equal to the beam’s
mid-span design bending moment.

z = d − 0.416·x (2)

where depth (d) is the distance between the rectangular cross-section’s top and the centre of the bottom
steel reinforcement.

To date, the characteristics of concrete containing high volume of fly ash (FA) [4–7], recycled
concrete aggregate (RCA) [8–15], and both FA and RCA [16–20] have been studied in terms of quality.
Also, the life cycle assessment [20–24], toxicity [25], and economy [26,27] of concrete mixes made with
both FA and RCA have been investigated. However, the knowledge related to the combined effects of
high volumes of FA and RCA from a mechanical and economic point view is still very scarce. Thus,
this study focuses on optimizing concrete containing RCA and FA with and without superplasticizer
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(SP) in terms of the mechanical and cost characteristics to find whether there are advantages in terms
of cost efficiency of using the mentioned non-conventional materials instead of traditional ones.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mechanical Strength

In terms of materials and concrete mix design, Ordinary Portland cement-OPC (CEM I 42.5
R) and FA (type F) were used as binders. The geological nature of the fine (size fraction (di/Di)
of 0/4 mm) and coarse (di/Di of 4/20 mm) natural aggregates (NA) was limestone and quartz,
respectively. The recycled aggregates were made with 100% concrete, without any other construction
and demolition waste products (uncontaminated). The main materials selected to produce the concrete
mixes, namely OPC, fine NA, and coarse NA, were replaced with FA (0%, 30% and 60%), fine RCA
(0%, 50% and 100%), and coarse RCA (0% and 100%), respectively, individually, and jointly (Table 1).
In order to see the effect of the water-to-cement ratio, half of the concrete mixes (Msp) were repeated
with SP (1% of binder’s mass). Moreover, the water-to-binder ratio of traditional concrete without
(M1) and with SP (M1sp) were 0.53 and 0.40, respectively. The binders’ amount (OPC and FA) of
all concrete mixes was kept constant (350 kg/m3). As shown in [28], the target workability of the
concrete mixes (S2) was kept constant by maintaining the effective water-to-cement ratio. Further
details regarding the mix compositions, the raw materials used, and the standards followed are shown
in previous studies [20,28,29].

Table 1. Mixes composition; RCA: recycled concrete aggregates; FA: fly ash.

RCA (%)
Coarse RCA 0 100

Fine RCA 0 50 100 0 50 100

FA (%)
0 M1 & M1sp M2 M3 & M3sp M10 & M10sp M11 M12 & M12sp

30 M4 M5 & M5sp M6 M13 M14 & M14sp M15
60 M7 & M7sp M8 M9 & M9sp M16 & M16sp M17 M18 & M18sp

As for the test methods and sample preparation, the compressive strength, splitting tensile
strength, and modulus of elasticity were obtained in accordance with the methodology of specifications
EN 12390-3 [30], EN 12390-6 [31] and LNEC E397 [32], by testing three samples of 150 × 150 mm,
Ø150 × 300 mm, and Ø150 × 300 mm, respectively, at 28 and 365 days.

To optimize concrete mixes based on their combined mechanical behaviour, various weights were
considered for each property according to its importance in concrete design, in order to determine
a global mechanical performance ratio. Thus, the highest weight was considered for compressive
strength, followed by modulus of elasticity and splitting tensile strength (Equation (3)).

Mechanical performance ratio (MPR)=


(

3×
(

fcm,cube mixes
fcm,cube reference

))
+
(

1×
(

fctm mixes
fctm reference

))
+
(

2×
(

Ecm mixes
Ecm reference

))
6

 (3)

2.2. Economy

In this study, the most probable case scenario in the centre of Portugal was considered to
estimate the transportation distances between the concrete mix plant and the suppliers of the materials
(Figure 2). For that purpose, the selected database was obtained from a previous study [24], where the
location of all the main suppliers of the raw materials and ready mix plants in Portugal was collected
and documented.
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The cost of each raw material was collected from Portuguese companies, and the quantity
required for the production of each concrete mix was considered (Table 2). In order to consider the
transportation cost of each material from the supplier to the concrete plant, the average transportation
cost of Europe [33] in 2016 (4.88 × 10−05 €/(kg*km)) was accounted for in the final cost (Table 2).
Furthermore, the amounts shown do not include value-added tax (VAT). The costs of NA, RCA, SP,
and cement were adapted from Braga et al. [26], and that of FA was obtained from Teixeira et al. [34].
In addition, the results show that RCA is about two times cheaper than NA, and FA more than four
times cheaper than OPC, when the cost of transportation is not considered.

Table 2. Unit cost of the raw materials; CEM I: ordinary Portland cement; SP: superplasticizers; NA:
natural aggregates.

Raw Materials
Unit Cost (€/kg)

CEM I SP FA Water Fine NA Coarse NA Coarse RCA Fine RCA

Without transportation 0.094 2.680 0.021 0.0015 0.0042 0.0046 0.002 0.002
With transportation 0.097 2.681 0.028 0.0015 0.0067 0.0078 0.003 0.003

In this study, the total material costs were individually calculated for each mix, taking into account
the amount of raw materials needed (including the cost of transportation), without considering the
cost of the mixing procedure, company profit, VAT, etc.

By comparing the total material costs of the reference concrete (C35/45) estimated in this study
(47.5 €/m3) with the commercial costs (79.9 €/m3) in Portugal [35], it can be seen that, for the same
strength class, the cost of commercial concrete without VAT is about 68% (32.4 €/m3), higher than
the total material costs of concrete that was estimated without considering the cost of the mixing
procedure, company profit, VAT, and so on. Thus, it was possible to calculate the total costs of the
mixing procedure, company profit, etc. by replacing the total material costs of this study with the
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commercial costs (assuming that all costs, except for materials, are the same). After that, the difference
between the commercial cost and the total material costs of this study was added in absolute value to
all the other concrete mixes in order to obtain the final cost of 1 m3 of concrete without considering VAT.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Strength

Generally, the mechanical properties of concrete can be characterized by the compressive strength,
tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity. In this study, these properties were obtained at 28 and
365 days (Table 3). The results show that the mechanical properties of concrete mixes made with
and without SP decreased by increasing the replacement ratios of OPC and NA with FA and RCA,
respectively. Furthermore, the differences between the mechanical behaviour of the reference concrete
(without FA, RCA and SP) and “RCA concrete containing FA” significantly decreased over time. This is
due to the pozzolanic reaction between the SiO2 of FA and the Ca(OH)2 of RCA, which accelerates
the rate of concrete strength development over time, relative to OPC concrete. The mentioned rate
further increases with the use of SP, due to its dispersion effect on FA particles throughout the mixes.
Consequently, the FA particles can easily reach the Ca(OH)2 of RCA. The reasons behind these trends
are explained in previous studies [20,29,36].

Table 3. Compressive strength (f cm), splitting tensile strength (f ctm), and modulus of elasticity (Ecm) of
non-conventional concrete mixes relative to the reference concrete; MPR: mechanical performance ratio.

Mixes
f cm, mixes/f cm,M1 f ctm, mixes/f ctm,M1 Ecm, mixes/Ecm,M1 MPR (%)

28d 365d 28d 365d 28d 365d 28d 365d

M1 a 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 100
M1sp 1.32 1.35 1.25 1.18 1.17 1.19 126 127
M2 0.83 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.88 86 87
M3 0.81 0.84 0.81 0.85 0.79 0.83 80 84

M3sp 0.97 1.04 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 94 98
M4 0.72 0.98 0.71 0.95 0.95 1.07 79 101
M5 0.65 0.93 0.68 0.95 0.87 0.99 73 95

M5sp 1.08 1.29 1.08 1.03 1.00 1.07 106 117
M6 0.61 0.88 0.62 0.87 0.74 0.92 65 89
M7 0.43 0.69 0.53 0.77 0.87 0.98 59 80

M7sp 0.76 0.95 0.90 0.96 0.93 1.01 84 97
M8 0.42 0.69 0.53 0.82 0.78 0.89 56 78
M9 0.39 0.65 0.51 0.79 0.74 0.88 52 75

M9sp 0.66 0.93 0.78 0.95 0.79 0.89 72 92
M10 0.93 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.85 0.88 91 94

M10sp 1.13 1.19 1.20 1.14 0.99 1.01 110 112
M11 0.77 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.74 0.77 76 81
M12 0.75 0.82 0.78 0.82 0.64 0.67 72 77

M12sp 0.88 0.99 0.85 0.89 0.77 0.76 84 90
M13 0.7 1.01 0.68 0.96 0.79 0.91 73 97
M14 0.59 0.92 0.57 0.84 0.74 0.85 64 88

M14sp 0.96 1.21 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.94 92 106
M15 0.59 0.87 0.56 0.83 0.68 0.81 61 84
M16 0.41 0.67 0.50 0.78 0.75 0.87 54 76

M16sp 0.68 0.96 0.82 0.94 0.87 0.93 77 95
M17 0.38 0.63 0.40 0.63 0.67 0.78 48 68
M18 0.38 0.62 0.41 0.65 0.61 0.75 46 67

M18sp 0.58 0.88 0.61 0.77 0.69 0.76 62 82
a The mix M1 was considered the reference concrete for all relative values. Its compressive strength, splitting tensile
strength, and modulus of elasticity were 55.8 MPa, 4.28 MPa, and 43.8 GPa at 28 days, and 61.3 MPa, 4.7 MPa,
and 47.0 GPa at 365 days, respectively.
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According to the MPR values (calculated according to Equation (3)) at early and longer ages,
the conventional mixes with SP had the highest mechanical performance, followed by the mixes
containing low volumes of FA and coarse RCA (Figure 3). The lowest ranking concrete mixes are those
containing high volumes of FA or fine RCA. These trends were expected because it is well-known that
SP increases the mechanical performance of concrete, and both FA and RCA are harmful above a given
incorporation ratio. Additionally, a high volume of coarse RCA in concrete is less detrimental than that
of fine RCA, but much less favorable than the incorporation of FA [20,29,36]. Although the mechanical
behaviour of concrete is essential, ranking concrete mixes based only on their strength may not be
reliable from a “business as usual” point of view. In fact, the cost of concrete cannot be ignored when
selecting the strength class, and they must be jointly optimized according to the target application.
Therefore, an economic life cycle assessment was made for all concrete mixes (Section 3.2).
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Figure 3. Ranking the concrete mixes based on the mechanical performance ratio (MPR) at 28 and
365 days.

3.2. Economy

The data for economic assessment varies considerably between regions. This is because local
conditions highly affect the cost of labour and market costs of recovered materials. Regulatory
constraints and regional financial conditions also limit the economic viability of selective demolition
in a free market. Considering this evidence, the economic implications of concrete mixes made with
various incorporation ratios of FA and RCA, both with and without SP, were assessed by analysing a
case study in Portugal (Table 4).

The results show that the cost of the concrete mixes decreased slightly with the incorporation of
RCA (up to 4% with fine RCA, and 7% with coarse RCA, contents). Furthermore, the cost decreased by
9% and 18% when OPC was replaced by 30% and 60% of FA, respectively. Contrary to the incorporation
of RCA and FA, the use of 1% SP led to about a 13% higher cost. However, the results show that by
incorporating 60% of FA in NA concrete or by incorporating 30% of FA in RCA concrete, the high
cost of concrete with SP can be offset. In addition, by incorporating RCA in FA concrete, even when
SP is used, the cost is lower than that of the reference concrete (Figure 4). Bearing this in mind, it is
not reliable to directly compare the cost of concrete mixes when their performances are different
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(Section 1). Therefore, the cost efficiency of the concrete mixes is studied in Section 3.3 by considering
their mechanical performance.

Table 4. Cost of 1 m3 of each concrete mix.

Mixes Characteristics a
Cost (€/m3)

CEM I SP FA Water Fine
NA

Coarse
NA

Coarse
RCA

Fine
RCA

Total Material
Cost b

Final
Cost b,c ∆

M1 C0F0FA0 33.93 0.28 5.1 8.23 47.54 79.93 1.00
M2 C0F50FA0 33.93 0.31 2.5 8.12 1.03 45.89 78.28 0.98
M3 C0F100FA0 33.93 0.34 8.03 2.04 44.34 76.73 0.96
M4 C0F0FA30 23.75 2.92 0.27 4.99 8.28 40.20 72.60 0.91
M5 C0F50FA30 23.75 2.92 0.3 2.44 8.18 1.01 38.60 70.99 0.89
M6 C0F100FA30 23.75 2.92 0.33 8.06 1.98 37.04 69.43 0.87
M7 C0F0FA60 13.57 5.84 0.26 4.86 8.34 32.87 65.27 0.82
M8 C0F50FA60 13.57 5.84 0.29 2.48 8 1.02 31.20 63.59 0.80
M9 C0F100FA60 13.57 5.84 0.32 8.12 1.93 29.78 62.17 0.78

M10 C100F0FA0 33.93 0.3 5.07 2.96 42.26 74.65 0.93
M11 C100F50FA0 33.93 0.33 2.49 2.92 1.02 40.69 73.09 0.91
M12 C100F100FA0 33.93 0.36 2.89 2.03 39.20 71.59 0.90
M13 C100F0FA30 23.75 2.92 0.29 4.95 2.98 34.89 67.28 0.84
M14 C100F50FA30 23.75 2.92 0.33 2.43 2.94 1 33.36 65.76 0.82
M15 C100F100FA30 23.75 2.92 0.35 2.89 1.97 31.88 64.27 0.80
M16 C100F0FA60 13.57 5.84 0.28 4.82 3 27.52 59.91 0.75
M17 C100F50FA60 13.57 5.84 0.31 2.37 2.96 0.98 26.03 58.42 0.73
M18 C100F100FA60 13.57 5.84 0.35 2.92 1.91 24.60 56.99 0.71

M1sp C0F0FA0SP 33.93 9.38 0.21 5.5 8.7 57.73 90.12 1.13
M3sp C0F100FA0SP 33.93 9.38 0.27 8.52 2.2 54.30 86.69 1.08
M5sp C0F50FA30SP 23.75 9.38 2.92 0.23 2.65 8.65 1.09 48.66 81.06 1.01
M7sp C0F0FA60SP 13.57 9.38 5.84 0.19 5.19 8.91 43.08 75.48 0.94
M9sp C0F100FA60SP 13.57 9.38 5.84 0.25 8.6 2.09 39.74 72.13 0.90

M10sp C100F0FA0SP 33.93 9.38 0.24 5.48 3.13 52.15 84.55 1.06
M12sp C100F100FA0SP 33.93 9.38 0.29 3.06 2.19 48.85 81.24 1.02
M14sp C100F50FA30SP 23.75 9.38 2.92 0.26 2.63 3.11 1.08 43.13 75.53 0.94
M16sp C100F0FA60SP 13.57 9.38 5.84 0.21 5.23 3.18 37.40 69.80 0.87
M18sp C100F100FA60SP 13.57 9.38 5.84 0.28 3.1 2.07 34.25 66.64 0.83

a F—fine RCA%; C—coarse RCA%; FA—fly ash%; SP—superplasticizer; b The difference between “total material’s
costs” and “final cost” is explained in Section 2.2; c Without VAT.

A study by Braga et al. [26] estimated the average cost of NA and RCA concrete according to
23 and 20 international studies, respectively. It shows that, for strength class C30/37 and C50/60,
the average costs were 43 €/m3 and 57 €/m3, respectively. These values were lower than those of
the total material costs, final costs of this study and the commercial cost of concrete. This is due
to the fact that the mentioned study estimated the cost of concrete mixes without considering the
cost of the mixing procedure, company profit, and more. As with this study, it showed that the cost
slightly decreased (42 €/m3 for C30/37 and 48 €/m3 for C50/60) when RCA was used. Furthermore,
other studies [5,37,38] reported that the cost of concrete significantly decreased by using FA.

Figure 5 presents the relationship between compressive strength and cost of 1 m3 of concrete for
the concrete mixes in this study (M1-M18sp) and commercial concrete mixes obtained from Portuguese
suppliers [35]. There is a strong relationship between the two parameters with a determination
coefficient of 0.90 and 0.99 for concrete mixes obtained by the current study and Portuguese suppliers.

Generally, the price of raw materials depends on the region and supplier. Therefore, Equation
(4) is proposed to compare the results of the reference concrete with those of the other mixes made
with various incorporation ratios of FA and RCA, with or without SP, even if the price of these raw
materials changes. As seen in Figure 6, the results can be represented by the line of equality with a
high coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.98).

Cmixes = Cre f . + 2 ∗
(

5·FA%·CFA + 8·Coarse RCA%·Ccoarse RCA + 5· f ine RCA%·C f ine RCA − 3·SP%·CSP

)
(4)

where Cmixes, and Cre f ., is the cost of 1 m3 of other mix and of the reference concrete “M1”; FA%,
Coarse RCA%. f ine RCA% and SP% are the incorporation ratios of these raw materials; CFA,
Ccoarse RCA, C f ine RCA and CSP is the cost of 1 kg of these raw materials.
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Figure 7 shows the importance of considering the cost and compressive strength simultaneously
to select concrete mixes based on the target application. The cost and compressive strength of the
concrete mixes with conventional concrete (M1) are compared. For example, M13 presents a similar
strength value but a lower cost than that of conventional concrete. On the contrary, M5sp has a similar
cost but a higher strength. Finally, the selection of one of the others concrete mixes depends on the
selected application. For example, the mixes located in “lower cost and lower strength” zone are
preferable for residential houses, and the mixes located in “higher cost and higher strength” zone for
high-rise buildings. However, to select suitable mixes within each of these sub-groups, it is important to
make a more comprehensive cost efficiency optimisation considering cost and MPR, such as proposed
in Section 3.3.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x 10 of 15 
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3.3. Optimization

Generally, the optimization process of concrete depends on its application. Therefore, ranking
concrete only according to economy or mechanical properties is not reasonable. This study thus
considered a business as usual scenario (i.e., the least cost possible for a given durability and mechanical
performance), and the optimum concrete may be one that has a moderate performance in both
characteristics. For this reason, two zones (cost-efficient and cost-inefficient) were considered and
separated by the line equivalent to the reference concrete (Figure 8).Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x 11 of 15 
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Figure 8. Relationship between relative cost and mechanical performance ratio of concrete mixes made
with (square signs) and without (other signs) SP, regardless of the binders and aggregates used. FA, F,
C, and SP stand for fly ash, fine RCA, coarse RCA, and superplasticizer, respectively, and the values
are their incorporation level in the mixes.

Mixes were optimized by comparing their MPR at longer ages (365 days) with their cost.
The reason for which longer ages were considered is that at early ages, the full potential properties of
the mixes containing FA widely differs from that of the mixes made with OPC only, due to the delayed
hydration process of the former [36].

Apart from the fact that SP significantly increases the cost (Section 3.2), all the mixes (with and
without FA and RCA) made with SP are in the suitable zone (cost-efficient) in terms of mechanical and
cost characteristics, except those containing 100% of fine RCA (Figure 8). Therefore, the use of SP is
highly cost-efficient. The reasons for decreased performance of SP with the use of high volume of fine
RCA have been previously discussed in Kurad et al. [25]. Additionally, most of the optimum mixes
(optimum line) are those made with SP (as explained in the next paragraphs).

Figure 9a,b show the effect of incorporating FA and RCA, respectively, on the relationship
between the relative cost and mechanical performance ratio of the mixes previously shown in
Figure 8. The results show that the NA concrete containing 30% of FA has a slightly better mechanical
performance and lower cost than those of the reference concrete. For mixes containing a high volume
of FA, the mechanical performance decreased by up to 20%. However, according to the weights
considered in this study, the mixes mentioned are suitable for some specific application (e.g., residential
housing), because their cost decreased about the same percentage as their strength. Regarding mixes
containing RCA, low incorporation FA (M5, M6, M14, M15, M5sp and M14sp in Figure 8) is advisable,
since the corresponding mixes are all located in the suitable zone (cost-efficient) in terms of mechanical
and cost characteristics. A high volume of FA can be also used with RCA concrete (M9 and M9sp in
Figure 8). However, most of the mixes are located near the line between the suitable and unsuitable
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zones (Figure 9a). In addition, the mentioned hypotheses concerning the lower cost of concrete mixes
produced with both FA and RCA can only be confirmed when the application of non-traditional
materials becomes more common in construction practice.
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Figure 9. Relationship between relative cost and mechanical performances ratio of mixes classified
based on the incorporation ratio of (a) FA (regardless of the type and ratio of the aggregates) and
(b) RCA (regardless of the type and ratio of the binders).

Concerning the effect of RCA on the mechanical and cost characteristics of concrete, the results
show that mixes only with coarse RCA are all located in the suitable zone (M10 and M10sp in Figure 8).
However, for fine RCA, it depends on its incorporation ratio in concrete. The incorporation of RCA
can be considered as suitable up to 50% (M5 and M14 in Figure 8) (Figure 9b). Higher incorporation
ratios of fine RCA are not so advisable, even if FA and SP are simultaneously incorporated in the mix.

In Figure 8, the optimum mixes were selected based on their distance from the “line equivalent to
the reference mix” in the cost-efficient zone, since this distance is proportional to their cost-efficiency.
In other words, compared to that line, the optimum mixes were those with higher MPR-to cost-ratio
(e.g., equivalent costs and superior mechanical behaviour, or equivalent mechanical behaviour but
lower cost). For example, from the cost-efficient concrete mixes, the following ones can be considered
as optimum: M1sp, M5sp, M14sp, M4 and M13, which were mostly made by incorporating FA, RCA,
and SP simultaneously. Furthermore, it is possible to consider M14sp (100% coarse RCA, 50% fine
RCA, 30% FA, 1% SP) as the best mix among the optimum mixes, because its strength is higher than
that of the reference mix (M1) and its cost is lower. In addition, M4 (30% FA) is considered to be the
second-best due the same reason. These results agree with the literature (Section 1) that shows that it
is wrong to optimize concrete mixes based on their strength (Figure 3) or cost (Figure 4) individually.

In order to confirm these findings, this study presents a relationship between the “MPR-to-cost
ratio” and the compressive strength (f cm,cube) of the concrete mixes (Figure 10). The compressive
strength (x-axis) is considered because it is the most demanded characteristic of concrete in the
construction industry. Since the optimization of concrete depends on its application, this chart can be
useful when a minimum compressive strength is considered to select the optimum mix. For example,
high-strength concrete may not be required for residential houses. As concluded before, the following
mixes (M1sp, M5sp, M14sp, M4 and M13) can be considered as optimum because their “MPR-to-cost
ratio” values is higher compared to other mixes. Again, apart from the fact that the SP increases the
cost of concrete, most of the mixes made with SP are above the reference line and are therefore more
cost-efficient than M1 (M1sp, M5sp, M7sp, M9sp, M10sp, M14sp and M16sp). Thus, the use of SP is
highly cost-efficient. In other words, mixes with high-strength are more cost-efficient than low-strength
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concrete. In that case, it is worth paying more to increase the strength of concrete, since this investment
has a higher return. In addition, the cost efficiency of the coarse RCA concrete is significantly higher
than that of the fine RCA concrete (e.g., M13 versus M6; M16sp versus M16sp). Furthermore, concrete
with an incorporation of FA can be considered as cost-efficient, and the high incorporation of FA are
even more cost-efficient when SP used.
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4. Conclusions

This study allows a better understanding of the mechanical and cost characteristics of mixes made
with high amounts of FA and RCA, both with and without SP. The following conclusions can be drawn
from this study:

• Mechanical characteristics: both FA and RCA are detrimental to the mechanical properties
of concrete, namely compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity.
The compressive strength and splitting tensile strength mostly decrease with the incorporation
of FA, and the modulus of elasticity is mostly affected by the use of RCA. After a given age,
the strength development for all the mentioned properties increased over time, for mixes
containing both FA and RCA, relative to OPC only mixes. The strength development of the
mixes containing FA and RCA further accelerated with the use of SP. Thus, the simultaneous use
of FA and RCA in concrete also containing SP is highly advisable;

• Economic assessment of the concrete mixes: the cost of the concrete mixes slightly decreased
with the incorporation of RCA. On the contrary, the use of a small percentage of SP significantly
increased the cost. However, by incorporating either 60% of FA in NA concrete or 30% of FA in
RCA concrete, the high cost of concrete with SP can be offset. In addition, by incorporating RCA
in FA concrete, even when SP is used, the cost is lower than that of reference concrete. However,
the conclusions are not to be generalized because the results may be different for other approaches
or assumed scenarios in life cycle inventory modelling, as well as other regions than Portugal;

• Optimization. The optimum mixes regarding economy (cost-efficient) are not necessarily those
with the lowest cost. Currently, the mechanical characteristics of mixes are also an essential factor
to aid decision on the optimum concrete. The cost of concrete mixes significantly increases with
the use of SP. However, all the mixes (regardless of the type of binder and aggregates) with SP
are considered as suitable solutions (located in the cost-efficient zone, i.e., more cost-efficient
that the reference mix) except when 100% of fine RCA is used individually or jointly with 100%
of coarse RCA. A low volume of FA is highly advisable in terms of mechanical behaviour and
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cost. Although a high volume of FA significantly decreases the mechanical characteristics of
concrete, those mixes are still considered suitable (located in the cost-efficient zone) when SP is
used, due to their significant decrease in cost. Concrete mixes with coarse RCA can be considered
as cost-efficient. However, the suitability of fine RCA concrete regarding the cost and mechanical
characteristics depends on its incorporation ratio. In fact, it is not advisable to use high volumes
of fine RCA without FA in concrete, because of the high loss in mechanical performance. Finally,
the results show that the optimum mixes in terms of cost and mechanical characteristics are
mostly the ones made with simultaneous incorporation of RCA, FA, and SP, rather than with their
individual incorporation.
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